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‘Patented Jan. 19, 1954 2,666,692 

‘UNITED STATES PATENT.‘ OFFICE 
CATALYTIC REACTOR TUBE ASSEMBLY 

Edward Dolezal, Harrison L. Hays, Gerald W. Mc 
. Cullough and Karl H. Hachmuth, Bartlesville, 
Okla., assignors to' Phillips Petroleum Com 
pany, a corporation of Delaware 

Application July 21, 1947, Serial No. 762,314 » 

8 Claims. (61. 23-288) 

This invention relates to improvements in cat 
alyst cases having an assembly of tubes adapted 
to contain solid catalysts. This application is 
a continuation-in-part of our application Serial 
No. 540,676, ?led June 16, 1944, now abandoned. 
In many catalytic conversion processes rapid 

and/or extreme temperature changes are en 
‘ countered at some pointin a conversion-regen 
eration cycle of operation. Proper control of re 

' action conditions may require very rapid heating 
or cooling of catalyst; and as this is difficult when 
solid catalyst material is arranged in beds it has 
become customary to carry out such reactions by 
passing reactants into contact with solid catalyst 
material contained in tubes, over which heating 
or cooling ?uid may be made to ?ow. 

It is often desirable to control the temperature 
of catalytic reactions within very narrow limits. 
Rapid and extreme temperature changes may 
also be necessary at some point in the cycle of 

A catalyst case apparatus contain 
ing an assembly of tubes adapted to maintain 
‘even temperatures over a very wide range and to 
permit rapid and extreme changes of tempera 
ture is a very desirable advance in the art. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a 
catalyst case apparatus containing an assembly 
'of tubes adapted to contain solid catalyst mate 
rials in which isothermal reaction conditions may 
"be approximated. 

Another object is to provide a catalyst case 
apparatus, comprising an assembly 'of tubes 
adapted to contain solid catalyst materials, which 
"is adapted to permit rapid and extreme variations 
‘in temperature while maintaining substantially 
@even distribution of temperature in the tubes. 

Another object is to provide an improved cat 
alyst case apparatus adapted to permit the addi 
‘tion and withdrawal of heat to solid catalyst 
‘material contained in tubes under accurately con 
trolled conditions. ' 

Another object is to provide an improved cat' 
alyst case apparatus which is especially effective 
for dehydrogenation processes, such as dehy 
drogenation of n-butane or butene. 

Still another object is to provide a catalyst case 
apparatus which is simple, rugged, foolproof and 
cheap in construction and which has the par 
ticular advantageous combination of parts. as 
shown. - 

.Other objects and advantages will become ap 
parent from the following detailed description: 
The accompanying drawing portrays diagram 

ma‘tically one form of equipment embodying the 
prim-1.1321esofthepresetsinvention-v .Fia a 
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vertical section through a catalyst case construct 
ed in accordance with the principles of this in 
vention. Fig. 2 is a plan view of the same case, 
portion A showing a partial cross section at the 
line 2A, portion B showing a partial cross sec 
tion at the line 23, and portion 0 showing a plan 
of the top of the case. Fig. 3 is a vertical sec 
tion, in detail, of cross header connections. Fig. 4 
is avertical section through the lower part of 
a catalyst tube showing a catalyst retaining mem 
ber and cross header connection. Fig. 5 is a cross 
section of a catalyst tube on the line 5—5 and’ 
shows a plan view of a catalyst retaining mem 
ber. Like numerals refer to like elements in all 
?gures. ‘ 

The invention will be described with particular 
reference to a catalyst case apparatus which has 
been found to be exceptionally effective for the 
catalytic dehydrogenation of n-butane to butene 
and butene to butadiene. ‘ 
Two pipe lines extend to such an apparatus, one 

for carrying a feed comprising n-butane or butene 
to the’ catalyst case and another for carrying 
away the products of reaction. These pipe lines 
respectively are detachably connected to a main 
inlet header and a main outlet header, prefer 
ably disposed on opposite sides of an insulated 
housing, by movable joints adapted to permit 
the headers to move through a solid angle and 
thus to lie in any position within a cone. whose 
axis is an extension of the axis of the correspond 
ing pipe line at its junction with its header and 
'whose apex is at the movable joint. Such joints 
are constructed by forming the adjacent ends of 
two sections of piping into the shape of spherical 
zones, the end of one pipe being convex, and that 
of the other being concave, and fastening the 
shaped pipe ends together by some suitable 
clamping device permitting swinging movement 
of one pipe. Such a joint is referred to in this 
speci?cation and claims as a "spherical joint.” 
One or more cross headers extend horizontally 

from the main inlet header into and substantially 
across an insulated housing. An equal number 
of cross headers extend horizontally from the 
main outlet header into and substantially across 
the insulated housing and are so disposed that in 
each pair, consisting of an inlet cross header and 
an outlet cross header, one lies substantially ver 
tically below and parallel to the other. Each 
cross header, both inlet and outlet,_contains a de 
tachabl‘e, -_spherical ‘joint at or near its junction 
with the corresponding main header. 
Each inlet cross header is connected to its cor 

responding outlet cross header bya plurality of 
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curved tubes adapted to contain solid catalyst 
material. These tubes communicate with the 
interior of the cross headers to which they are 
attached and alternate tubes are curved. outward 
from opposite sides of the headers so that for 
the greater portion of their length or preferably 
for substantially their ‘entire ' lengthith‘e‘ tubes lie 
outside a vertical plane connecting the axes ‘of 
the two cross headers to which they are attached. 
The uppermost of these two cross headers is pro 
vided with openings for charginggsolid »,catalyst 
material to the tubes and these are closed by re 
movable plugs. A catalyst ‘retaining-member ‘is 
disposed in each tube adi'acent thejunotion {oi 
the tube with the lower of ‘itsitwo “cross ~vheaders. 
This catalyst retaining member consists of ‘a ‘flat 
strip of metal folded back and forth ‘upon itself 
in a manner analogous to the folds of a bellows 
or accordion. The catalyst retaining member is 
attached to the interior of the tube by spot weld 
ing at points substantially removed §fromithe ‘ex 
tremities of alternate‘bends. 
The entire assembly ‘of headers and tubes de 

scribed above, with the exception ‘of main #inlet 
and outlet headers, feed ‘and pro'duct‘lines, is 'en— 
closed ‘in a heat insulated housing preferably 
constructed with sides and ‘top ‘demounta‘ble ‘in 
sections. Supporting rails are disposed adjacent 
the bottom of this insulated housing ‘and the 
lower cross header ‘or series of (cross headers ‘rests 
slidably upon these rails. The ‘housing extends 
beyond the ‘banks of tubes at each end ‘forming 
va circulation space ‘which is preferably larger ‘at 
one end than at the other. A ‘fan adapted to 
circulate gases is located in the larger of these 
circulating spaces. A ?exible, extensible "ba?le, 
preferably constructedpaccording to the principles 
disclosed in the 'copending application of L. J. 
Weber, Serial No. 671,107, ?led May V20, ‘1946, 
now Patent No. 2,586,408 of February 19, 1952, 
extends across the housing "in 'a plane intersect 
ing the catalyst tubes. A?ow directing member 
may extend from the edge of the ‘baffle nearest 
the fan to a position 'su?iciently vnear the fan to 
insure circulation ‘of gases driven by the ‘fan, ‘in 
a continuous path in the ‘housing. 

_ From a source of heated gases such .as a Dutch 
oven a conduit adapted to convey hot gases ex 
tends to and communicates with the larger of 
the circulation spaces Within the insulated .hous 
ing at a location between the catalyst ‘tubes and 
the fan and upstream of the ‘fan in the path of 
?ow of gases circulating in the housing. This 
conduit contains a means for admitting a con 
trolled amount of cold air to the conduit. Com 
munication ‘between the conduit and the interior 
of the catalyst case is established by means, such 
as a grid or ‘grating, for getting gases into the 
housing at ‘substantially right angles to the di 
re'cti'on of flow of gases in the housing at the 
point of communication. From the smaller of 
the circulation spaces Within the housing a sec. 
ond conduit adapted to conduct waste gases 
from the interior of the housing leads to‘ and 
communicates with a stack or other means for 
disposal of waste gases.- A flow controlling de 
vice such as a damper Y disposed Withinf' this 
second conduit. ~ " _- 11 

Such a catalyst case apparatus espssislii’ 
advantageous in the dehydrossnatiou n! was? 
to but-811s: and butane-to butsdiene-g 1.111 is genesis 
sary in some methods for conducting these reas 
tiplls-to change the temperature of: catalystcon 
tallied tubes as. much see? me; 
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4 
20 minutes or so while maintaining substantially 
even temperatures in all parts of the catalyst 
tube assembly. Accurate temperature control 
and elimination of stratification of gases at Wide 
ly different temperatures is highly desirable in a 
process of this type. _ 

‘Referring .‘to ithe drawings ? in iFi'g, 1, “reference 
“numeral G‘shows the main'in'let'header connect 
ed to a stationary pipe line 1 by spherical joint 
58. From main header 6 inlet cross headers 9 
textenddntorandracross insulated housing Hi, hav 
ing a top and sides constructed in demountable 
sections. -_’,Catalys-t ‘tubes [2 are connected to 
“each o'frthese’inl'et cross headers 9. Openings in 
‘inlet tcro'ss headers 9 are closed by removable 
plugs [3. ‘These are disposed diametrically across 
-.the :‘inlet rheade'r. from catalyst tubes 12 and 
serve .the purpose of admitting catalyst into the 
‘tubes. ‘The catalyst tubes I8 each contains a' 
catalyst retaining member near its lower ex 
itremityl'adia'centsits‘junction with-"an outletcross 
"header. YTheseoutl'et‘cross headersex'tend across 
the insulated housing- and-outside the same. ‘Out 
‘side the ‘housing {they ‘connect ‘with ‘a "main 
outlet header “or manifold ‘(not 'shown') by means 
of v"spheii‘i'oa-l ‘joints. "These outlet "cross headers 
ir'est slidaibly ‘upon supporting rails l6 disposed 
in "the "bottom of the insulated housing. ‘The 
"weight Yof catalyst ‘tubes is ‘borne by ‘these out 
let cross ‘headers 15. “The ‘catalyst ‘tubes sup 
port the ‘inlet cross "headers ‘and ‘these in ‘turn at 
least j'par'tially ‘support v"the ‘main ‘inlet header. 
in ?exible ‘bailie "H extends across vthe housing 
in ‘a plane intersecting the ‘tubes [2. A ?ow di 
rectinglmember 1'8 is attached to the end ‘of this 
baffle nearest fan ‘f9. A source ‘of ‘heated gases 
20 is disposed outside said ‘housing and ‘is con~ 
nected to and communicates vtherewith via a 
conduit 2| ‘and *jettin'g means 22. Jetting means 
22 is ‘located upstream .‘of the "fan and down 
stream of catalyst tubes ‘I‘2 in the continuous 
path of circulating gases ‘within housing I 0. A 
‘means ‘for admitting 'cold air ‘in ‘a controlled 
amount 23 .is disposed ‘in said conduit. From 
the circulation ‘space ‘in ithe ‘housing HI at the 
end opposite the 'fan, a ‘conduit “extends to a 
stack or other ‘means .of disposing of waste gases 
‘(not shown). A means ‘25 io'r controlling the 
amount of gas passing ‘through such conduit is 
disposed in conduit 24. _ 

Fig. ._2 shows the oataly'stc'ase assembly in plan 
.view. 'Inportion Aca’talys‘tftubes [2 are shown in 
cross section near their point of attachment to 
outlet cross headers 15. These outlet cross head 
ers each contains a detachable spherical .jOil'it 
3| adjacent vto ‘its junction with vmain outlet 
header 32. Main outlet .heade1-,‘.32 also is .pro 
vided with a detachable spherical joint 33 at its 
junction with stationary pipe line (34. 
On portion B inlet cross ‘headers I‘) are shown 

extending .from main inlet header '6 into and 
across the interior of the insulated housing H], 
but not in contact with the wall of housing It) 
opposite the main inlet header 76. Removable 
plugs 13 ‘close openings in 5m1et headers 9. Spac 
i115 members 21 are disposed to fit loosely be 
tween inlet headers 9 and serve the double pur 
pose of restraining the movement of headers 9 
“somewhat and preventing direct contact of hot 

plugs 13 which-would make them. very 
.lt to remove. 

Fig. 3 shows in detail the construction of a 
spherical joint in a cross header. All spherical 

' iii-the apparatus are formed awarding to 
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‘this general principle. Thesei include a joint 30 
‘in each inlet cross header, a‘joint 3| in each out 
let cross header and the joints 8 and 33 in main . 
fheaders 6 and 32. The reference numeral 6 in 
Fig. 3 refers to the main inlet header, shown in 
cross section, to which a portion =43 of an' inlet 
cross header is attached, preferably by welding. 
The end M of portion 43 is formed in the shape 
of a concave spherical zone. ‘End 44 of the prin 
cipal portion of cross header}? is formed in the 
shape of a convex spherical zone having arsome 
what shorter radius of curvature than end ‘4|. 
Flanges 40 and 45 are attached to portion 43 and 
the principal portion of header 9‘, A plurality of 
bolts 42 secure the ends M and Min contact by 
pressure exerted on ?anges 40 and 45. 
In Fig. 4 a catalyst tube [2 is, shown attached 

to an outlet cross header l5 by welding. A re 
taining ring 50 is disposed in catalyst tube l2 ad 
jacent the junction of tube I! with header IS. A 
vcatalyst retaining member 5|, formed by folding 
a ?at strip of metal rests upon retaining ring 50. 

In Fig. 5 retaining member 5| is shown in place 
in catalyst tube l2, resting upon retaining ring 50. 
'Member 5| is attached to the interior of tube l2 
by spot welding. The spot welds 52 must be made 
'at points substantially removed from the ends of 
the bends of member 5| for maximum e?iciency 
viuider severe operating conditions. 

It will be seen that a catalyst case apparatus 
constructed according to the principles of our in 
vention possesses maximum ?exibility in con 
struction combined with cheapness of construc 
tion, ease and cheapness of maintenance and re 
pair and permits great ?exibility in temperature 
of operation while maintaining even tempera 
tures in the catalyst tubes. One main header can 
expand or contract freely without setting up un 
due stresses in the cross headers. Great expan 
sion or contraction of both main headers can oc 
cur and this merely results in causing the outlet 
headers to slide on their supporting rails. The 
expensive overhead hangers usually present in 
catalyst tube assemblies. are eliminated. The 
weight of the upper part of the tube assembly is 
carried on a relatively large number of curved 
tubes and expansion or contraction of these 
merely causes the inlet cross headers and inlet 
header to move up and down. When a single 
tube of such assembly becomes plugged by cata 
lyst so that reactants cannot pass through it often 
happens that the temperature of that tube in 
creases or decreases greatly with respect to other 
tubes in the same assembly or harp. Since the 
catalyst tubes are so curved that for the greater ’ 
portion of their length they lie outside a: plane 
connecting the longitudinal axes of their..corre 
sponding inlet and outlet cross headers, such 
heated tube can expand freely by merely bending 
slightly and increasing its curvature. The alter 
nate staggered position of catalyst tubes on the 
headers results in sufficient support of the inlet 
cross headers. 
Thus it is seen that each individual catalyst 

tube can expand or contract independently, all 
catalyst tubes can expand or contract together, 
any cross header or main header can expand or 
contract independently or together or any com 
bination of such expansions and contractions may 
occur without creating severe stresses in the tube 
assembly. "4 

Substantially even temperatures may be:main_ 
tained in all parts of the interior of the insulated 
housing by admitting gases of the desired temper 
ature through a grating or other means for jet 
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ting such gases into the interior of the housin'gin 
a direction substantially perpendicular to the ‘?ow 
of “gases within the housing, upstream of the fan 
and downstream from the bank of tubes‘nearest 
the fan. This causes maximum mixing and 
evening of the temperature before such gases, 
‘strike the nearest bank of tubes. Temperatures 
within the housing maybe accurately controlled 
by controlling amount and temperature of hot 
gases furnished by the Dutch oven or equivalent 
source of 'hot gases, controlling the amount of 
vcold air blended with these hot gases in conduit 
2|, controlling the amount of gases discharged 
through conduit‘ 24 and controlling the rate at 
which reactants are passed through the catalyst 
tubes. Very accurate temperature control may 
be obtained‘by utilizing these factors. 

Retention of solid catalyst material in the cata 
lyst tubes has presented a number of problems. 
Ordinary screens and gratings fail when exposed 
to violent ?uctuations of overall temperature, 
such as the apparatus of the present invention is 
adapted to withstand. The ?at folded strip of 
metal forming member 5| may be made broad 
enough to give su?icient rigidity to support solid 
catalyst material and spot welding alternate folds 
of member 5| to the interior of tube ii at points 
substantially removed from the extremities of the 
bends allows great expansion or contraction to 
occur without displacing the catalyst retaining 
member from its position. 
When failure of such an apparatus occurs it is 

usually caused by breaking or plugging of one or 
more catalyst tubes. Our preferred construction 
of the insulated housing together with our tube 
assembly makes repair very easy and cheap. All 
that is necessary is to remove sections of sides and 
top of the housing, disconnect the detachable 
spherical joints of inlet and outlet cross headers 
and lift an entire bank or “harp” of tubes with 
its attached cross headers out for repair. A spare 
bank of tubes with headers is then swung into 
the vacated position, attached and the housing is 
reassembled. This procedure allows the repairs 
to be made with minimum off-stream time for the 

' catalyst case. 
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It will be obvious to those skilled in the art that 
many modi?cations and changes in details of con 
struction may be made in our apparatus without 
departing'from the spirit of our invention which 
is limited only by the subtended claims. 
We claim: 
1. A catalyst case assembly comprising a se 

ries of parallel vertically disposed harps each 
comprising an upper horizontal header having a 
closed end and a spherical-jointed end, a lower 
horizontal header parallel to said upper header 
having a closed end and a spherical-jointed end 
in reverse order, and a series of spaced-apart 
catalyst tubes arranged in two parallel rows on 
opposite sides of a, plane passing thru the axes 
of said headers, said tubes being curved at each 
end so as to offset same from said plane and the 
spherical-jointed ends of said headers extend 
ing beyond the outermost tubes on the respective 
ends a substantial distance so as to provide space 
for a, wall of said hereinafter-named case be 
tween the header ends and said outermost tubes; 
a heat insulating case surrounding said series of 
harps so as to permit the open ends of said upper 
headers to extend thru one said of said case and 
the open ends of said lower headers thru the 
other side thereof and so as to provide open space 
between the ends of said case and the outermost 
harp in each instance, said case having detach 



able-top-and- sidevsect'ionsipermittingremoval of 
‘any oneiof said harps with. only partialv dis 
mantlingor the'case; a‘ pair of‘ parallel support-. 
ing rails-for said harps‘in slidable-arrangement 
with the lower sides of said lower headers at right 
angles thereto; a furnace communicating with 
one end of said housing for supplying hot com 
bustion gas thereto; an: exhaust conduit at the 
opposite end of said case; and a pair of mani 
folds outside of‘ said case, one connecting with 
the spherical. joints of. said upper header and 
the’other with the spherical joints of said lower 
header thereby providing. for ?ow of gases from 
one manifold thru said harps to. the other mani 
fold. - ‘I -' 

2. The catalyst case assembly of claim 1 in 
cluding bail‘le means extending transversely of 
said catalyst tubes intermediate and substan 
tiallyv parallel with said headers and detachable 
in sections individually with said harps, said, 
bailie means forming upper and lower gas pas, 
sageways thru said harps from the furnace end 
of said case to the exhaust end thereof; and a 
blower at the furnace end of'said case disposed 
was to circulate hot gas thru said passageways. 
in opposite directions. , 

3. A harp of catalyst tubes constructed so as to 
detachably connect by joints to a pairof par 
allel manifolds at diagonally opposite corners of 
the harp along With a series of similar harps, 
said harp comprising a pair of parallel'spaced 
apart tube headers each having a closed end and 
an open jointed end in reverse order on the two 
headers; and a series of. spaced-apart catalyst 
tubes connecting‘ said headers and arranged vin 
two parallel rows on opposite sides of a plane 
defined by the axes of said headers, said tubes 
being curved at each end so as to offset same 
from said plane and align the end sections of 
the tubes with a diameter of the header. ' 
A. The harp of claim 3 in which. the tubes in 

one row are opposite the spaces between tubes 
in the other row. _ ‘ " ' 

5. The harp of claim 3 including a series of 
openings in one of said headers diametrically 
opposite the juncture of the catalyst tubes with 
said headers and removable plugs in said open 
ings adapted to provide easy access to said tubes 
for ?lling with catalyst and cleaning, 

6. A catalyst case assembly comprising av-series 2"’ 
.oi the harps of claim 3 in vertical parallelspac'ed 
apart arrangement, each detachably connected 
at the open end of its upper header by means of 
said spherical joint with a common manifold 
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8 
line-.and at'r-the-openend oiitsslower header by 
means .of said-spherical joint with a-secondman 
ifold line; thereby providing, for ?ow of ?uid 
through the harps. from one manifold. to the 
other and permitting- enclosure of the series of 
harps with a common caselor housing with said 
manifold lines on the outside of said case. 

7; The catalyst. case‘ assembly of claim 6 in 
combination with a. common support for said 
harps disposed adjacent the lower side of the 
lower tube. headers in slidable relation there 
with; a heat insulating housing surrounding said 
case assembly having detachable sections on the 
top side and on the lateral sides adjacent said 
manifolds permitting lifting an individual harp 
out of the assembly without disturbing the other 
harps, said manifolds-being outside of said hous 
ing; and means for passing hot gas over the 
tubes of said harps. 

8. A harp of, catalyst tubes constructed so as 
to detachably connect to a pair of parallel mani 
folds atdiagonally opposite corners of the harp 
along withaseries of similar harps, comprising 
annpper. header having a closed end and a jointed 
open. end; a lower header having a closed end 
and a jointed open end in, reverse order to. the 
ends onsaid'upper header; aplurality of spaced 
apart catalyst tubes. curved at their ends con 
necting said headers and arranged, in two rows 
on opposite sidesof the plane de?ned by the axes 
of said headers so that the open ends of said 
headers extend substantially beyond the last cat 
alyst tubes at the respective ends so as to pro 
vide space for the wall of a case housing be 
tween said tube and said open ends. 
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